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By Sherry; London

Amsterdam Addison-Wesley Longman, 1997. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. Gebraucht - Wie
neu Unbenutzt. Schnelle Lieferung, Kartonverpackung. Abzugsfähige Rechnung. Bei
Mehrfachbestellung werden die Versandkosten anteilig erstattet. - The first non-Adobe guide to After
Effects, the Photoshop of video and animation! Adobe's After Effects has been called 'Photoshop on
steroids.' This powerful video compositing program allows you to take still images and turn them
into animated pictures. With it, you can layer moving video and create special effects that would
take months to perfect with traditional techniques. After Effects is used by high-end video
production studios as well as wannabe MTV-style home video producers. After Effects achieves that
rare combination of a powerful, yet easy to use, program-like Photoshop. Not surprisingly, it
provides a very logical upgrade path for Photoshop artists who want to learn animation and
multimedia. Real World After Effects goes way beyond the Adobe manual. The book takes the reader
from capturing a subject image to outputting the final production to videotape or posting it on the
Web. The book covers the basics, but also goes into more depth at the intermediate to advanced
level. Finally, it covers a variety of third-party After Effects plug-ins and filters, including KPT's...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook might be worthy of a read, and far better than other. it was writtern really flawlessly and useful. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to learn.
-- Pr of . Ruben D'Am or e PhD-- Pr of . Ruben D'Am or e PhD

This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD
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